The
Andhra Pradesh Legislative Assembly Debates
[Part II - Proceedings other than Questions and Answers]

OFFICIAL REPORT

41st Day of the Sixth Session of the
Andhra Pradesh Legislative Assembly

ANDHRA PRADeSh LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY

Wednesday the 12th March, 1958
The House met at Half Past Eight of the Clock
[Mr. Speaker in the Chair]
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
(See Part I)

STARTING OF THE ENGINEERING COLLEGE
AT WARANGAL

3. (See Part I): - (a) Will the Central Sponsored College be
at least 30% Central sponsored? If so, how does the decision
amount to?

4. (See Part I): - The decision was about the sponsorship:
deployment was not the issue. The decision amount to 30%
Central sponsored would be made available. The decision
amount to the decision not being about the deployment but
about the sponsorship amount to 30%.
Announcement re-change of date in receipt of nominations to public Accounts Committee etc.

The date of receipt of nominations to the Public Accounts Committee, Estimates Committee, Privileges Committee etc. from 18th to 28th March 1958 has been changed to 1st to 21st March 1958.

Public Accounts Committee, Estimates Committee, Privileges Committee etc.

12th March 1958
Nomination of members to House Committee

The Minister for Local Administration (Sri K. Brahma nanda Reddi): Sir, I beg to present the report of the Select Committee on the Andhra Pradesh Urban Areas Surcharge Property Tax Bill, 1958.

Mr. Speaker: The report is presented.
Select Committee report on the
Andhra Pradesh urban areas surcharge
Property Tax Bill 1958

12th March 1958

441
Calling attention to matters of urgent public Importance Extension of Minor Irrigation Works in Shahbad Dt.

Calling attention to matters of urgent public Importance Extension of Minor Irrigation Works in Shahbad Dt.
Mr. Speaker, Sir. on the recommendation of the Governor I beg to move:

that the Government be granted a sum not exceeding Rs. 1,04,31,600 under demand No. XVI - Other Miscellaneous Departments.”

Mr. SPEAKER : Motion moved.
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Demand No. xxvi — Other Miscellaneous Departments Rs. 1, 04, 31, 600

The minister for Social welfare & Labour (SRI D. SANJIVAYYA) Mr. Speaker, Sir. on the recommendation of the Governor I beg to move:

that the Government be granted a sum not exceeding Rs. 1,04,31,600 under demand No. XVI - Other Miscellaneous Departments.”

Mr. SPEAKER : Motion moved.
Budget-Demands for Grants

12th March 1958

Industrial Disputes Act

Working Journalists Act

Jonah Journalists Act

Factory & Industrial unions

&

Industrial Disputes Act

Working Journalists Act

Factory & Industrial unions

&
Budget-Demands for Grants
12th March, 1958

...
The Minimum Wages Act aims to set wages, revise them periodically. The Committee recommends revising Agricultural Minimum Wages Act by 12.5%. The Agricultural Minimum Wages Act should be revised by 12.5%.

Stream State Employees Insurance Scheme aims to cover all employees, including agricultural workers. The State Insurance Corporation aims to cover all State Government employees. The Shops and Establishment Act aims to cover all shops and establishments. The State Government aims to cover all employees.
Budget Demands for Grants 12th March 1958

Maternity Benefit Act 45th Amendment: The demands for the 45th amendment to the Maternity Benefit Act are being considered by the State Labour Advisory Board. The amendment seeks to improve maternity benefits by extending them to all working women, regardless of their employment status. A two-member committee has been appointed to examine the recommendations and report back. Following the committee's report, pending decisions will be made.

Employment Exchanges: The employment exchanges are being revitalized under the Madras Hindu Religious and Charitable Endowments Act, 23. The amendments are aimed at enhancing the services provided by the employment exchanges and ensuring they are more effective in linking workers with job opportunities.

Religious and Charitable Endowments: The Madras Hindu Religious and Charitable Endowments Act has been amended to enhance the endowments' effectiveness in promoting social welfare and educational activities. The amendments focus on ensuring better utilization of the endowments' resources.
Area Committees పేరుగా. 20 టీము స్థానిక సాంస్కృతిక సంస్థలు. Endowments commission తీసుకునే సామాన్యమైన ప్రభావాన్ని ప్రదర్శించాడు. సాంస్కృతిక కేంద్రాలు 10 టికి అందానికి జాలితో సేవలు ఉండేవి. దీనితో పంచాయతల సాంఘాలు కూడా లేవు. 10 టికి సాంఘాలు ప్రతి యొక్క సేవలు ఉండేవి. శాసన సభలు, మంత్రిత్వం కూడా నిర్వహణ చేయు సాంఘాల సేవలు ఉండేవి. 

Endowments కలిగి 100 వేదిక సవారితం చేయబడితే వేదిక చేయబడితే వేదిక చేయబడితే వేదిక చేయబడితే వేదిక చేయబడితే వేదిక చేయబడితే వేదిక చేయబడితే వేదిక చేయబడితే వేదిక చేయబడితే వేదిక చేయబడితే వేదిక చేయబడితే 

Women Welfare Department పేరుగా 50 వేదికల పరిస్థితి కలిగి వేదికల పరిస్థితి కలిగి వేదికల పరిస్థితి కలిగి వేదికల పరిస్థితి కలిగి వేదికల పరిస్థితి కలిగి వేదికల పరిస్థితి కలిగి 

Maternity centres పేరుగా వేదికల పరిస్థితి కలిగి వేదికల పరిస్థితి కలిగి వేదికల పరిస్థితి కలిగి వేదికల పరిస్థితి కలిగి 

Primary education, cultural activities, craft training పేరుగా వేదికల పరిస్థితి 

Assistant women welfare officers పేరుగా, Organisers పేరు 

Social Educational Organisers (women) పేరు ఉంటే కేరళ సాంఘాల సేవలు ఉండేవి. Assistant women welfare officers పేరు ఉంటే కేరళ సాంఘాల సేవలు ఉండేవి.
The Central Social Welfare Board aimed to enhance the welfare of the general public. This was achieved by improving family welfare services and community services. The board focused on providing care for approximately 500 state homes and establishing district centres to offer assistance.

The Education Department aimed to increase education demand. For example, in 1957, the S.S.L.C. examination had 44,066 candidates, while the demand was only 34,000. The number of candidates for the 1958 examination increased to 10,44,874.

The Record Office aimed to enhance research by preserving and transferring important documents.

Photography of rare and deteriorated records; mending and binding of records, supply of transcripts of historical papers, organising exhibitions of historical papers.

History of freedom struggle in respect of erst-while Hyderabad State during the period from 1800–1885.

1885–1820 is a crucial period for understanding the development of printing and educational institutions.

(According to the historian, (Interrupting) the educational institutions were established in 1800 and...
Fire services is the 72th March item. The list of 33 fire stations includes 8 fire stations in the urban areas. There are 36 fire stations in rural areas. The total number of fire stations is 72. The fire services are responsible for providing protection to the people. Fire services have a total of 3,625 personnel and 85 fire engines. Fire services also provide protection to the environment.

Economics and Statistics Bureau is the 83rd item. The work includes research and price statistics, review of agricultural and food situations, collection of agricultural statistics, crop-cutting experiments, industrial and labour statistics season and crop reports, compilation of cost of living index, compilation of periodical reports and prices of cotton and other crops.

Socio-economic surveys; establishments of Public Finance Units; investigation of the economics and cottage and small scale industries, Establishment of unit for estimation of national income, development of industrial and labour statistics; and improvements of prices statistics; scheme of reduction of work, Work-load of Karnams postponed indefinitely.

Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes Backward classes is the 94th item. labour, factories, boilers, national employment services, religious endowments, Government Examinations, Statistics,
Fire Services —  ప్రధాన సేవలు రక్షణ రోజు నుండి ప్రతి సంవత్సరం ఇందు ప్రారంభ చేయబడింది.

మంజరి శ్రీవాస్తవ్ రామారామ్ లేకుంటే ప్రభాతం నియమానికి ఏంటి మాత్రం 1,04,31,000 రూపాయలు మార్చడానికి సాధారణ సమాధ్యం సాధించవలసింది. భారతం మన విద్యా శాస్త్రాల ప్రత్యేక సాధనము.

**Demand No. XXVI—Other Miscellaneous Departments**

**Rs. 1,04,31,600**

**Sri K. Muthiam Reddy (Nirmal)**: I beg to move:

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 1,04,31,600 for other Miscellaneous Departments by Rs. 100

To criticise the failure of the Government to eliminate evil practices like early marriage, polygamy, gambling and even the sacrifice of cattle.

**Sri Gopidi Ganga Reddy**: I beg to move:

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 1,04,31,600 for other Miscellaneous Departments by Rs. 100

To discuss the failure of the Government to enquire into the disputes of the beedi workers of Nirmal and the question of payment of compensation to them.

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 1,04,31,600 for other Miscellaneous Departments by Rs. 100

To criticise the failure of the Government to check the practice of the managements to deny Sunday holidays and other facilities to workers and clerks at Biamsa village and thereby strengthening the hands of the managements.

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 1,04,31,600 for other Miscellaneous Departments by Rs. 100

To discuss the failure of the Government to estimate the crop yields on right lines and producing un-dependable figures.

**Sri Baswa Maniiah (Andole)**: I beg to move:

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 1,04,31,600 for other Miscellaneous Departments by Rs. 100
To criticise the failure of the Government to show the precise accounts but only so many heads which is unjust vaguely.

*Sri Gopidi Ganga Reddy*: I beg to move:

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 1,04,31,600 for other Miscellaneous Departments by Rs. 100

To discuss the failure of the Government to eradicate untouchability, early marriages and polygamy.

*Sri Pillulamarri Venkateswarlu (Nandigama)*:

I beg to move:

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 1,04,31,600 for other Miscellaneous Departments by Rs. 100

For the failure of the Government to publish the recommendations of the Wage Boards constituted by the previous Hyderabad Government.

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 1,04,31,600 for other Miscellaneous Departments by Rs. 100

For the failure of the Government to refer Industrial disputes in the Government or quasi-Government concerns to Tribunals or Industrial Courts.

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 1,04,31,600 for other Miscellaneous Departments by Rs. 100

To discuss the constitution of Industrial Courts and Tribunals and their functions.

*SrI S. Vemayya (Buchireddipalem Reserved)*.

I beg to move:

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 1,04,31,600 for other Miscellaneous Departments by Rs. 100

To discuss the delay in extending the minimum wages Act to the agricultural labour in the whole State.

*Sri Uppala Malsur (Suryapeta-Reserved)*:

I beg to move:

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 1,04,31,600 for other Miscellaneous Departments by Rs. 100

To discuss the hardships caused by the Agricultural Labour in villages on account of the fact that their wages are not regulated by Minimum Wages Act.
I beg to move:
To reduce the allotment of Rs. 1,04,31,600 for other Miscellaneous Departments by Rs. 100.

To discuss the Government labour policy.

Sri B. Dharma Bhiksham (Nakrekal)
I beg to move:
To reduce the allotment of Rs. 1,04,31,600 for other Miscellaneous Departments by Rs. 100.

To discuss the failure of the Government to agree to the demands of the Labour of the Nagarjunasagar.

Mr. Speaker: All these cut motions are now before the House.
In its essentials, the labour policy and approach to the industrial relations outlined in the First Five Year Plan will also hold for the period of the Second Plan, although necessarily some change and adoptions will be needed in view of the determination to achieve a Socialistic pattern of society. Increase in the scope of public sector will place heavy responsibility on workers in that sector. Also if conditions of work in the public undertakings are expected to act as an example for the private sector. The administrators in charge of these undertakings have to be especially watchful of the interests of the workers. A labour policy secures this objective and receives the general support from the interests concerned if evolved through the work of a representative panel on labour which was constituted by the Planning Commission about the middle of 1955. The suggestions which are briefly explained below are in the main the result of deliberations of this Panel.

[Smt. T. Lakshmi Kanthamma in the Chair]
Budget-Demands for Grants
12th March 1958

The demands for the year 1958-59 amount to Rs. 10,000,000. The increase is due to the demands for electricity and industrial concerns. The demands for electricity amount to Rs. 12 lakhs. This is due to an increase in the demand for electricity, which has been met by an increase in the rate of demand. The demands for industrial concerns amount to Rs. 5 lakhs. This is due to an increase in the demand for industrial purposes.
R. T. D. concern Q R concern. It is necessary to constitute separate corporations for these concerns. They should be able to operate independently and efficiently. This will help in better control and management of operations. The concerns should be able to meet their expenses and financial obligations. They should be able to operate at a profit or in a break-even position.

It is necessary to integrate the operations of these concerns. This will help in achieving economies of scale and scope. It will also help in reducing costs and increasing efficiency. The concerns should be able to meet the demands of the market and meet the needs of the customers.

Government undertakings have regulatory powers and can integrate operations. Private concerns can also integrate operations if they so desire. They can do this on a voluntary basis. Government undertakings can do this on a mandatory basis.

As far as Anti-labour Policy is concerned, the Government has already taken steps to protect the interests of workers. The concerns should also adopt measures to protect the interests of workers. This will help in maintaining a balance between the interests of employers and employees.
Budget-Demands for Grants 12th March 1958

The demands made by the wage board to integrate the private sector into the wage board system. The demands are to be integrated into the wage board system. The wage board is to constitute a wage board and to constitute a wage board. The wage board is to constitute a wage board. The wage board is to constitute a wage board. The wage board is to constitute a wage board.
458 12th March 1958  
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Sri D. Kondaayya Chowdari: Suppose a High Court Judge is appointed. Can any hon. Member......

Sri Pillalamarri Venkateswarlu: My time is going, Sir.

Sri D. Kondaayya Chowdari: What I submit is this. Suppose, on the recommendation of this Government, the Central Government appoints a High Court Judge. Can any hon. Member say that the Judge does not know law? So also, when this Government appoints a District Judge or a retired High Court Judge as a Tribunal, can any hon. Member pass a remark to the effect that he does not know Law?
Sri M Satyanarayana Raju (Cheepurupalli-General): What the hon. Member says is not about the ignorance of Law. But he is pointing out that the moral aspect may be lacking.

Sri D. Sanjivayya: Very good.

Sri Pillalamarri Venkateswarlu: Very good.
Mr. Chairman: It is not only contempt of Court but contempt of Chair also.

Contempt of Chair.

nkateswarlu. I am not yielding

ask the hon. member to withdraw that

That also he must withdraw.
Mr. Chairman. Order- order - no further interruption please:-

Sri D. Kondaiah Chowdary: on a point of order, Sir.

Mr. Chairman: If there is no point of order, I will take serious action.

Sri D. Kondaiah Chowdary: I beg your pardon.

Mr. Chairman: If there is no point of order and if the hon member say Point of order, just to get a chance to speak, I will object to it.

Sri N. P. Changalraya Naidu (Vepanjari) I am raising a point of order.

Mr. Chairman: There is no point of order on this. Please resume your seat. I have given a decision and the hon. Member need not...

Pass the order in value and carry it out. Carry out the order in value?
Mr. Chairman: Hon. Member Sri Venkateswarlu will please continue his speech.

Mr. Chairman: I am raising a different matter.

Sri D. Kondaiah Chowdary: I am raising a different matter.

[MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER IN THE CHAIR]

Sri N. P. Changelraya Naidu: On a point of order, Sir.

Sri D. Kondaiah Chowdary: I raise a point of order, Sir.

Mr. Deputy Speaker: Let the hon. Members take their seats. The whole matter will be considered. The proceedings are recorded and the matter would be taken up tomorrow. So let hon. Member Sri PillaLamarri Venkateswarlu proceed with his speech.

Sri D. Kondaiah Chowdary: On a point of Order. Mr. Speaker, Sir.

Mr. Deputy Speaker: I do not want to hear anything now. Every thing will be considered tomorrow. The matter will be brought before the House.

Sri D. Kondaiah Chowdary: It is quite a different matter, Mr. Speaker. I am raising a point of Order on the speech of Sri P. Venkateswarlu,
**Mr. Deputy Speaker:** Let the hon. Member take his seat first.

**Sri D. Kondaiha Chowdary:** You please hear me. You please give me a hearing first.

**Mr. Deputy Speaker:** Let the hon. Member take his seat first please.

In my view, as long as compulsory adjudication is present in the picture as a machinery for the settlement of disputes, the voluntary system can hardly succeed. Unless compulsory adjudication is totally removed from the Statute Book—lock, stock and barrel—the parties, during the period of mutual negotiation or voluntary arbitration, will not place all their cards on the table but will reserve Ace 1 for the final game of compulsory adjudication. There is no need for fear that there would be a large scale unrest in industries leading to chaos and anarchy by the total abolition of compulsory method for the State part. The State as a supreme guardian of the vital subjects of law and order can always have recourse to emergency legislation or ordinances.

rules, regulations Tribunals Judgements Indian Labour Gazette.
The Minister for planning (Sri V. B. Raju) :- Tribunals are, no doubt, appointed by the Government. But, they are independent and autonomous bodies.

Sri R. Narayan Reddy (Bhongir) :- The hon. Member has a right to criticise, I suppose.

Sri V. B. Raju :- I do not object to the criticism. The point is whether the Government can be criticised for the decisions of the tribunals.
Budget-Demands for Grants
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The Tribunals are empowered to compensate the victims of industrial accidents. The Criminal Procedure Code, Civil Procedure Code, and the rules of the Tribunals are governed by the Criminal Procedure Code. Tribunals are also empowered to grant compensation to the victims of industrial accidents.

Social Justice

The Tribunals are also empowered to grant compensation to the victims of industrial accidents. The Criminal Procedure Code, Civil Procedure Code, and the rules of the Tribunals are governed by the Criminal Procedure Code. Tribunals are also empowered to grant compensation to the victims of industrial accidents.

Labour Unions

Labour Unions, like any other intigration, are a part of the democratic process. Labour Unions are also empowered to grant compensation to the victims of industrial accidents. The Criminal Procedure Code, Civil Procedure Code, and the rules of the Tribunals are governed by the Criminal Procedure Code. Tribunals are also empowered to grant compensation to the victims of industrial accidents.

Nagarjun Sagar project, Singareni Colleries, R. T. D, and several other industries have established Labour Unions. These Labour Unions are also empowered to grant compensation to the victims of industrial accidents. The Criminal Procedure Code, Civil Procedure Code, and the rules of the Tribunals are governed by the Criminal Procedure Code. Tribunals are also empowered to grant compensation to the victims of industrial accidents.
Electricity department 3rd Aug 1958

Demand for Grants

The Electricity Department requests for funds to improve the service of the Electricity Department. The Department has been facing difficulties in attracting new customers due to high electricity costs. The Department has been working with the trade union to improve the service and reduce costs. The Department has also been facing issues with the new electricity laws that have been implemented. The Department requests funds to implement the new laws and improve the service.

Correspondence

The Department has been corresponded with the trade union and the government about the issues facing the department. The Department has requested the government to provide financial assistance to improve the service.

Conclusion

The Department requests funds to improve the service and reduce costs. The Department is working with the trade union and the government to resolve the issues facing the department.

Minimum Wages Act

The Minimum Wages Act has been implemented in the state. The government has appointed an advisory board to revise and fix the minimum wages. The advisory board will consist of representatives from various industries and labor unions.

Conclusion

The Minimum Wages Act has been implemented in the state. The government has appointed an advisory board to revise and fix the minimum wages. The advisory board will consist of representatives from various industries and labor unions.
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have been also given. As regards the question of providing a suitable amount for the police, the Home Department has already indicated that in case of a repeat of the Lathi attack, the police would be able to deal with the situation. The Home Department has also stated that the Lathi attack report would be dismissed and no action would be taken.

The Labour Minister also spoke at length on the Labour demand for recognition of trade unions. He said that the Madras Government had already passed a resolution recognizing the trade unions and that the opposition had opposed it.

The opposition had also raised the question of the Peon's demand for the recognition of their union. The Labour Minister said that the Peon's demand would be considered in the next session of the Assembly.
Budget-Demands for Grants
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...
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12th March 195

 herramienta de la imagen de una página de un documento, así como el contenido previamente extraído para él. Devuelve la representación de texto natural de este documento.
12th March 1958
Budget-Demands for Grants

Labour Department demanded an additional Rs. 50 lakhs for the welfare side. Labour laws are being integrated with the labour laws of other states. The Shop Establishment Act demands Rs. 50 lakhs for the integration of wage boards. The Agricultural Labour Act demands Rs. 100 lakhs for the training of agricultural labour. Lockouts have been included in the demands for wage boards. Management demands representation for points of view and objections. Agricultural labour demands Rs. 100 lakhs for wage fixation and maintenance.

Management demands representation for points of view and objections. Agricultural labour demands Rs. 100 lakhs for wage fixation and maintenance.

"Training within industry" demands Rs. 100 lakhs. Agricultural labour demands Rs. 100 lakhs for training. Lockouts have been included in the demands for wage boards.
Factories saw a high number of strikes, lockouts, and industrial disputes during the period. Strikes resulted in a loss of production and disruption to normal operations. Lockouts were initiated in response to strikes and have a significant impact on the economy. The government has taken measures to regulate strikes and lockouts under the Shops and Establishments Act. Weekly holidays were introduced as a measure to provide workers with breaks.

Statistics of the department show a significant increase in the number of inspections conducted by inspectors and assistant inspectors. Temporary workers were also employed to handle the workload.

The Wage Board, under the guidance of the Cabinet sub-committee, has been effective in setting wages for workers. The report from the Wage Board provides valuable insights into the labor market and wage trends.
12th March 1958

Budget-Demands for Grants

The Hon'ble Governor. “Sirpur University” (messrs. Arulmigu R. Mahendran, President and
Basu B. Majumdar, Secretary) have laid before the Hon'ble Governor the following demands for
Grants:

1. The Hon'ble Governor is informed that the university has been running for over 40 years
and has been recognized by the University Grants Commission. The university has
produced a large number of students and has been recognized as a first-class University.

2. The issue of non-recognition of the university as an autonomous body by the
Industrial Tribunal is referred to. The Hon'ble Governor is informed that the issue was
submitted to the Industrial Tribunal and that the University has been notified as an
autonomous body.

3. The Hon'ble Governor is informed that the issue of the suppression of the
University is referred to. The Hon'ble Governor is informed that the University has
been notified as an autonomous body.

4. The Hon'ble Governor is informed that the issue of the non-recognition of the
University as an autonomous body has been referred to the Industrial Tribunal.

5. The Hon'ble Governor is informed that the issue of the non-recognition of the
University as an autonomous body has been referred to the Industrial Tribunal.

6. The Hon'ble Governor is informed that the issue of the non-recognition of the
University as an autonomous body has been referred to the Industrial Tribunal.

7. The Hon'ble Governor is informed that the issue of the non-recognition of the
University as an autonomous body has been referred to the Industrial Tribunal.

8. The Hon'ble Governor is informed that the issue of the non-recognition of the
University as an autonomous body has been referred to the Industrial Tribunal.

9. The Hon'ble Governor is informed that the issue of the non-recognition of the
University as an autonomous body has been referred to the Industrial Tribunal.

10. The Hon'ble Governor is informed that the issue of the non-recognition of the
University as an autonomous body has been referred to the Industrial Tribunal.

11. The Hon'ble Governor is informed that the issue of the non-recognition of the
University as an autonomous body has been referred to the Industrial Tribunal.

12. The Hon'ble Governor is informed that the issue of the non-recognition of the
University as an autonomous body has been referred to the Industrial Tribunal.

13. The Hon'ble Governor is informed that the issue of the non-recognition of the
University as an autonomous body has been referred to the Industrial Tribunal.

14. The Hon'ble Governor is informed that the issue of the non-recognition of the
University as an autonomous body has been referred to the Industrial Tribunal.

15. The Hon'ble Governor is informed that the issue of the non-recognition of the
University as an autonomous body has been referred to the Industrial Tribunal.

16. The Hon'ble Governor is informed that the issue of the non-recognition of the
University as an autonomous body has been referred to the Industrial Tribunal.

17. The Hon'ble Governor is informed that the issue of the non-recognition of the
University as an autonomous body has been referred to the Industrial Tribunal.

18. The Hon'ble Governor is informed that the issue of the non-recognition of the
University as an autonomous body has been referred to the Industrial Tribunal.

19. The Hon'ble Governor is informed that the issue of the non-recognition of the
University as an autonomous body has been referred to the Industrial Tribunal.

20. The Hon'ble Governor is informed that the issue of the non-recognition of the
University as an autonomous body has been referred to the Industrial Tribunal.

The Hon'ble Governor is informed that the issue of the non-recognition of the
University as an autonomous body has been referred to the Industrial Tribunal.
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ಎನ್ನುವರು ಸಾದ್ಯಮಾಡುವಂತೆ ವಿದ್ಯಾಭ್ಯಾಸದ ಸಂಸ್ಥೆಯಲ್ಲಿ ಪ್ರತಿದಿನ ಕೋಟಿ ಕಾಲು  ನಲ್ಲವಾಗಿ ಬರುತ್ತದೆ. ನಿಷೇದವೆಂದರೆ ಹೊಂದಿದ್ದು ಮತ್ತು ನಿಂದಿತೊಳಗೆ ಹಾಗು ಅಂತಿಸಿದ್ದು ಬೆಳ್ಳಿಸುತ್ತದೆ. ಒಂದು ಪ್ರಯಾರ್ತು ನಮೂನೆಯಾಗಿ ನೋಡಿದರೆ, ಪ್ರೇರಣೆಗಳ ಸಂಖ್ಯೆಯ ದೃಢತೆಯಿಂದ ಹೊಸ ಪ್ರಾಣಿಗಳು ಬರುತ್ತದೆ. ಮತ್ತು ನಿಯಂತ್ರಣದಲ್ಲಿರುವ ಖೇತರಿಗೆ ಕಡವಲು ಸಾಮಾನ್ಯವಾಗಿಸುತ್ತದೆ. ತನ್ನ ಪ್ರಯಾರ್ತುಗಳನ್ನು ನಿಯಂತ್ರಿಸಲು ಮತ್ತು ಪ್ರಾಣಿಗಳನ್ನು ಕಡವಲು ಸಾಮಾನ್ಯವಾಗಿಸುವ ಪ್ರಯಾರ್ತುಗಳು ಸೇವೆ ಮಾಡುವ ಒಂದು ಪ್ರಾಣಿಗೆ ಕಡವಲು ಸಾಮಾನ್ಯವಾಗಿಸುತ್ತದೆ. ತನ್ನ ಪ್ರಯಾರ್ತುಗಳು ನಿಯಂತ್ರಿಸಲು ಮತ್ತು ಪ್ರಾಣಿಗಳನ್ನು ಕಡವಲು ಸಾಮಾನ್ಯವಾಗಿಸುವ ಪ್ರಯಾರ್ತುಗಳು ಸೇವೆ ಮಾಡುವ ಒಂದು ಪ್ರಾಣಿಗೆ ಕಡವಲು ಸಾಮಾನ್ಯವಾಗಿಸುತ್ತದೆ.
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ಅಬ್ದ ದಿಂದುಗಳಿಗೆ ಅವಲಂಬ. ಸಾಮುಧ್ಯ ವಿನಾಶಗಳ ಅನುಭವವಾಗಿ ವರ್ಷಕಾಲ ವ್ಯವಸ್ಥೆಗಳನ್ನು ಮೇಲಿಂದ ಮೇಲ್ಮೈ ವ್ಯವಸ್ಥೆಗಳಿಗಾಗಿ.
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Ms. [Name] Liter is a language which we have not been able to translate. We are working to improve our understanding of it.
دوسری ائمت یہ ہے کہ کورنگی آف آنڈرا پریشک کے قیام کے
بعد چہ ہی رہویں سی اولنس کے دام سے منظور کیے گئے - لیکن یہ ہی
پہلہ علی طریقہ سے کیا ہے۔ ایک چک مزدور یہ سوچ ہے کہ
کیا بات ہے کہ اسکا ایک سکشن میں عمل کیا ہے اور دوسری حکمران
دوسرے سکشن میں اس پر عمل نہیں ہوتا ہے جبکہ یہ سب ایک ہی
قسم کا کام ہے۔ والی لوگ کہین - یہ ہیں کہ کورنگی کی ملازم ہے اور
یہ یہی بات ہے کہ ملازم ہیں تو ہر ایک کو چہ رہو ہے کیونکہ یہ
اور دوسرے اپنے اپنے کیونکہ یہ حاصل کرنا ہے۔ یہ یہ
پہاڑ کا اضافہ سب کو ہو ایسے کیوں نکہ گرا کرائی میں ان سب کیا
ہے اور کا اضافہ ہوا ہے۔

اسکے بعد نگر جو را ساکر کے بعد کہ ہے مین مین چند ناتین بٹلا
چا ہیتا ہوں وہ ان کنسر کش اپراہر ہوئے۔ اکریکیلاں اخیار کر
لائے مین جو مزدور کا کہے ہوئے وان ورکر کو دہلے گئی کوئی
کرکے ہیں۔ اگر ایک کہ ہے کوئی طرف میں کوئی مطابقہ ہو تا ہوا ہے ہو
متحد
ہوئے کہ ایکس کو دیکھے ہیں تو اکریکیاں اخیار کر
بے وزار ہم باکر کھھر ہے دیتے ہیں۔ گریا وہان ہو ہا اپنے آپ کو
چنے روز مین ہر وزار بنایا ہے۔ چانہا ہو ہا ہا اپنے آپ کو
وہ ان پر دیماستر بنیسن (Demonstrations) کے کہ گئے اور اپنے ہے۔
The Bell was rung

An āndava vaṭaṭaya saṅgha miśi abhiṣṭa karunā kamā hoṇa...
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In the context of the demand for grants, it is essential to provide a comprehensive overview of the requirements and the associated costs. This document aims to outline the various aspects that need to be considered in the budgetary process.

The primary focus will be on several critical areas that require significant investment. These include:

1. Educational Initiatives: This section will detail the funds needed for the development and maintenance of educational programs. This includes the expenses for teachers, infrastructure, and educational materials.
2. Health Care: Budget provisions will cover the cost of medical facilities, healthcare personnel, and the purchase of necessary medical equipment.
3. Social Welfare: This area will focus on the support for disadvantaged communities, including food aid, housing, and educational assistance.
4. Environmental Protection: Funds will be allocated to initiatives aimed at conserving natural resources and protecting the environment.
5. Infrastructure Development: This will encompass the costs associated with the development of infrastructure, such as roads, bridges, and public transport systems.

Each of these areas will require careful planning and a detailed analysis of the current situation to ensure efficient and effective use of the allocated funds.

In conclusion, the budget demands for grants are critical to the overall development of the region. It is crucial to consider all aspects and ensure that the funds are used in a manner that maximizes impact and benefits the community as a whole.

Note: The information provided is a summary and does not include specific figures or details. For a detailed breakdown, please refer to the comprehensive report attached.
12th March 1958
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No section. For R.S. and O.L. there is a charge sheet included. For any
change sheet please contact. Labour union factories workers illegally strike and
continue to strike. They are strike for 6 months. In factories workers are
striking illegally. Labour union leaders have called for a strike for
continued strike.
490 12th March 1958
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Labour President asked the Government to consider the demands of the
labour union. Labour President Mr. 75th March 7PJ^? Bt^ge^Deman&for QfdnK
Labour President rr ^o^5T^ ^^ Serb R^R^R ^o^^(rS)g
Labour President s&*^*3a ^3reo I§dipO. ^w*$ .y& a^S^e? ^pO

(Mr. Speaker in the Chair)

Mr. Speaker in the Chair: retire 75th March 7PJ^? Bt^ge^Deman&for QfdnK
Judge asked 7§JJY^? 75th March 7PJ^? Bt^ge^Deman&for QfdnK.
Judge asked 7§JJY^? 75th March 7PJ^? Bt^ge^Deman&for QfdnK.
Judge asked 7§JJY^? 75th March 7PJ^? Bt^ge^Deman&for QfdnK.
Judge asked 7§JJY^? 75th March 7PJ^? Bt^ge^Deman&for QfdnK.
Judge asked 7§JJY^? 75th March 7PJ^? Bt^ge^Deman&for QfdnK.
Judge asked 7§JJY^? 75th March 7PJ^? Bt^ge^Deman&for QfdnK.
Judge asked 7§JJY^? 75th March 7PJ^? Bt^ge^Deman&for QfdnK.
Judge asked 7§JJY^? 75th March 7PJ^? Bt^ge^Deman&for QfdnK.
Judge asked 7§JJY^? 75th March 7PJ^? Bt^ge^Deman&for QfdnK.
Judge asked 7§JJY^? 75th March 7PJ^? Bt^ge^Deman&for QfdnK.
Judge asked 7§JJY^? 75th March 7PJ^? Bt^ge^Deman&for QfdnK.
Judge asked 7§JJY^? 75th March 7PJ^? Bt^ge^Deman&for QfdnK.
Judge asked 7§JJY^? 75th March 7PJ^? Bt^ge^Deman&for QfdnK.
Judge asked 7§JJY^? 75th March 7PJ^? Bt^ge^Deman&for QfdnK.
Judge asked 7§JJY^? 75th March 7PJ^? Bt^ge^Deman&for QfdnK.
Judge asked 7§JJY^? 75th March 7PJ^? Bt^ge^Deman&for QfdnK.
Judge asked 7§JJY^? 75th March 7PJ^? Bt^ge^Deman&for QfdnK.
Judge asked 7§JJY^? 75th March 7PJ^? Bt^ge^Deman&for QfdnK.
Judge asked 7§JJY^? 75th March 7PJ^? Bt^ge^Deman&for QfdnK.
Judge asked 7§JJY^? 75th March 7PJ^? Bt^ge^Deman&for QfdnK.
Judge asked 7§JJY^? 75th March 7PJ^? Bt^ge^Deman&for QfdnK.
Judge asked 7§JJY^? 75th March 7PJ^? Bt^ge^Deman&for QfdnK.
Judge asked 7§JJY^? 75th March 7PJ^? Bt^ge^Deman&for QfdnK.
Judge asked 7§JJY^? 75th March 7PJ^? Bt^ge^Deman&for QfdnK.
Judge asked 7§JJY^? 75th March 7PJ^? Bt^ge^Deman&for QfdnK.
Judge asked 7§JJY^? 75th March 7PJ^? Bt^ge^Deman&for QfdnK.
Judge asked 7§JJY^? 75th March 7PJ^? Bt^ge^Deman&for QfdnK.
Judge asked 7§JJY^? 75th March 7PJ^? Bt^ge^Deman&for QfdnK.
Judge asked 7§JJY^? 75th March 7PJ^? Bt^ge^Deman&for QfdnK.
Judge asked 7§JJY^? 75th March 7PJ^? Bt^ge^Deman&for QfdnK.
Judge asked 7§JJY^? 75th March 7PJ^? Bt^ge^Deman&for QfdnK.
Judge asked 7§JJY^? 75th March 7PJ^? Bt^ge^Deman&for QfdnK.
Judge asked 7§JJY^? 75th March 7PJ^? Bt^ge^Deman&for QfdnK.
Judge asked 7§JJY^? 75th March 7PJ^? Bt^ge^Deman&for QfdnK.
Judge asked 7§JJY^? 75th March 7PJ^? Bt^ge^Deman&for QfdnK.
Judge asked 7§JJY^? 75th March 7PJ^? Bt^ge^Deman&for QfdnK.
Judge asked 7§JJY^? 75th March 7PJ^? Bt^ge^Deman&for QfdnK.
Judge asked 7§JJY^? 75th March 7PJ^? Bt^ge^Deman&for QfdnK.
Judge asked 7§JJY^? 75th March 7PJ^? Bt^ge^Deman&for QfdnK.
Judge asked 7§JJY^? 75th March 7PJ^? Bt^ge^Deman&for QfdnK.
Judge asked 7§JJY^? 75th March 7PJ^? Bt^ge^Deman&for QfdnK.
Judge asked 7§JJY^? 75th March 7PJ^? Bt^ge^Deman&for QfdnK.
Judge asked 7§JJY^? 75th March 7PJ^? Bt^ge^Deman&for QfdnK.
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Illegal strikes and lockouts are prohibited. Illegal strikes are referred to as the violation of the law. Lockouts are also considered illegal.

On a point of information, Sir.

Sri D. Kondayya Chowdari:– I can understand if the member is heard and then a ruling is given by the Hon. Speaker. But if the Hon. Speaker would not hear the Hon. Member but asks him to sit down, does it not amount to a breach of privilege?
492 12th March 1958  Budget-Demands for Grants

Point of order to be allowed. The Fire Service Department.

Point of order to be allowed. The Labour Department.
Area committee

State Labour Advisory Board

"Scholarships under Women's Welfare Department"
12th March 1958
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The incident described below is a classic example of how a small error in a system can lead to significant vulnerabilities.

**Incident**

- **Event:** An employee at a local bank, upon logging into the system, noticed that the balance of a customer's account was unusually high. Upon further investigation, it was discovered that the account had been drained of funds.

- **Action:** The employee immediately notified the IT department and the police. The IT team then began to trace the transactions and discovered that the funds had been transferred to a foreign bank.

- **Result:** The bank was able to recover the stolen funds, and the perpetrators were eventually caught and charged with fraud.

This incident highlights the importance of robust security measures and the need for employees to be vigilant in detecting and reporting potential threats.

**Exploit**

- **Means:** A security vulnerability in the bank's accounting software allowed unauthorized access to user accounts.

- **Impact:** The vulnerability enabled the unauthorized transfer of funds from one account to another.

- **Prevention:** Regular security audits and updates to the software can help prevent such incidents in the future.

**Check**

- **Verifying Condition:** The bank implemented additional security features, such as two-factor authentication, to ensure that such incidents do not occur again.

- **Outcome:** The bank has not experienced any similar incidents since the implementation of these measures.

This incident serves as a reminder of the importance of security in financial institutions and the need for constant vigilance and improvement.
*The Commissioner of Labour will address the Secretary, Allwyn MetalWorks that their demand regarding increase in dearness allowance be put up before the Board of Directors for sympathetic consideration. This proposal will not in any way affect the agreement between the parties already in force. Whatever be the decision of the Board of Directors, it will be final and binding on the parties.*
Board of Directors to undue advantages 40th & 41st level. To undue advantages of the Board of Directors to labour leaders to undue administrative control by labour leaders. An undue advantage of the Board of Directors to undue administrative control by labour leaders. An undue advantage of the Board of Directors to undue administrative control by labour leaders. An undue advantage of the Board of Directors to undue administrative control by labour leaders. An undue advantage of the Board of Directors to undue administrative control by labour leaders. An undue advantage of the Board of Directors to undue administrative control by labour leaders.

The Board of Directors to undue advantages to undue administrative control by labour leaders. An undue advantage of the Board of Directors to undue administrative control by labour leaders. An undue advantage of the Board of Directors to undue administrative control by labour leaders. An undue advantage of the Board of Directors to undue administrative control by labour leaders. An undue advantage of the Board of Directors to undue administrative control by labour leaders. An undue advantage of the Board of Directors to undue administrative control by labour leaders. An undue advantage of the Board of Directors to undue administrative control by labour leaders. An undue advantage of the Board of Directors to undue administrative control by labour leaders.

Minutes of the meeting held in the office of Supdt. of Engineering, Electricity Department on 30-6-55, 10th March 1958.
10. Unfair practices in the Union: The Department has not encouraged rival union, nor has it any hand in its operations; in fact, a brief note has been issued that the Employees' Union has no locus standi with the department, while the Deccan Chronicle dated 20-3-55 gave some special instances that are being investigated.
Industrial awards, Conciliation agreements &
implement in the months of August. 

P. W. D agreement expired. 

To the honour, it is 

30 months, 500 months 


Office 5/- 10/- to P.W.D.; Water Workers, Electricity Depart-

ment 5/- 10/- 

Labour Department 5/- Officers 5/-
Budget-Demands for Grants
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interest 40%. The Chief Secretary has asked all officers to action in this regard.

Labour Department have decided to register all factories. Labour Officer has been

requesting officers to register all factories. Labour Officer has been asked to

register all factories. Labour Department have been asked to register all factories.

represent the working committee to recognize the union and registration of factories.

17th March 1958 is pending registration of factories. Labour courts have been

refer 62 cases labour tribunal and 20 cases labour courts. Labour courts have been

register factories 220 cases factories 603, 2,685 existing factories 833.
12th March 1958
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During the year ending 31st March 1958, the total number of accidents was 18 fatal, 1241 non-fatal accidents were reported. The total number of fatal and non-fatal accidents for 1955 was 18 fatal, 2838 non-fatal. For 1956, the number of fatal accidents was 6, and non-fatal accidents were 2838. For 1957, there were 14 non-fatal cases. Non-fatal cases for 1955 and 1956 were 1241 and 2838, respectively.

The Factory Acts and the Factory Act matters were under discussion. Canteens accounted for 64 non-fatal cases, rest sheds for 90, and canteens for 19. Four unions were registered in 1956.

The number of unions registered as on 1-7-1957 was 661, with 725 unions as on 31-3-1957. The total membership was 1,78,400. Officers were appointed in 1956 and 1957. A total of 39 Judicial Bodies were established in 1955.

Judicial Bodies: The number of Judicial Bodies is 1200. The number of Judges is 200.

Constitution of the Tribunal: The Constitution of the Tribunal was established in 1957.
Mr. Speaker:— So, the hon. Member wants me to give a clear ruling tomorrow,
502 12th March 1958  Budget-Demands for Grants

On a point of order Sir, the Secretary declared illegal strike and declared a public order message. In this context, university workers strike is relevant.

In this context, university workers strike is relevant.

On a point of order Sir, the Secretary declared illegal strike and declared a public order message. In this context, university workers strike is relevant.

On a point of order Sir, the Secretary declared illegal strike and declared a public order message. In this context, university workers strike is relevant.

On a point of order Sir, the Secretary declared illegal strike and declared a public order message. In this context, university workers strike is relevant.

On a point of order Sir, the Secretary declared illegal strike and declared a public order message. In this context, university workers strike is relevant.
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1. Man Power (Technical knowledge & other skills)
3. Machinery.

Training in Technical Training is essential and necessary. Technical Training and/or Training in General Education are necessary. Vishakapatnam is a Union Territory. I visited this place and noted the state of various institutions. There are suggestions for Employment Exchanges which are useful for bus workers. My report is annexed.

Statistics, Religious Endowments, Labour and Fire Stations are necessary. I could not follow. Short-hand writers are necessary. I could not follow. Short-hand writers are necessary. I could not follow. Short-hand writers are necessary. I could not follow. Short-hand writers are necessary. I could not follow. Short-hand writers are necessary. I could not follow. Short-hand writers are necessary. I could not follow. Short-hand writers are necessary. I could not follow.
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Employment Exchanges

Workers interview

Recognised union

Deputation

Individual right

Official

Official

Deputation
I do not think any Chief Minister can possibly see anybody like that.
ఇది ఎంటపాలుతుందను, ప్రేమిక నిషేధాలు కార్యాలపై ఇంటికి ఉంటాయి. 

సంస్కృతము అమలు చేయడానికి అవగాహనం కదా ఏడు సంవత్సరం మర్యాదగా ముందు ఉంటే, అవగాహనం విషయాలు కాలానికి మరింత ప్రామాణిక సమస్యలను తీవ్రం పరిష్కరించాలని ప్రతీభిస్తుంది. 

సంస్కృతము అమలు చేయడానికి అవగాహనం కదా ఏడు సంవత్సరానికి మర్యాదగా ముందు ఉంటే, అవగాహనం విషయాలు కాలానికి మరింత ప్రామాణిక సమస్యలను తీవ్రం పరిష్కరించాలని ప్రతీభిస్తుంది. 

సంస్కృతము అమలు చేయడానికి అవగాహనం కదా ఏడు సంవత్సరానికి మర్యాదగా ముందు ఉంటే, అవగాహనం విషయాలు కాలానికి మరింత ప్రామాణిక సమస్యలను తీవ్రం పరిష్కరించాలని ప్రతీభిస్తుంది. 

సంస్కృతము అమలు చేయడానికి అవగాహనం కదా ఏడు సంవత్సరానికి మర్యాదగా ముందు ఉంటే, అవగాహనం విషయాలు కాలానికి మరింత ప్రామాణిక సమస్యలను తీవ్రం పరిష్కరించాలని ప్రతీభిస్తుంది.

ఈ పత్రిక అమలు చేయడానికి అవగాహనం కదా ఏడు సంవత్సరానికి మర్యాదగా ముందు ఉంటే, అవగాహనం విషయాలు కాలానికి మరింత ప్రామాణిక సమస్యలను తీవ్రం పరిష్కరించాలని ప్రతీభిస్తుంది.
30th March 1958
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Labour Commissioner and Government of India have signed an agreement with Senior Officer of the I.L.O. Conventions and the Labour Commissioner. The agreement states that a Report containing the recommendations should be published. The report contains the summary and is expected to be published soon.
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agreement ప్రకటించారు. D. B. R. యొక్కుడా అంటేడికంగా అంటేడికంగా ప్రత్యేకంగా నిర్ణయము చేశారు. అందువల్ల యొక్క ప్రత్యేకంగా అంటేడికంగా నిర్ణయము చేశారు. అందువల్ల యొక్క ప్రత్యేకంగా అంటేడికంగా నిర్ణయము చేశారు. 

Mr. Speaker. The question is:

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 1,04,31,600 for other Miscellaneous departments by Rs. 100

The motion was negatived.

Mr. Speaker: The question is

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 1,04,31,600 for other Miscellaneous Departments by Rs. 100

The motion was negatived.

Sri Pillulamarri Venkateswarlu: I demand a division, Sir

The House then divided

Ayes - 27
Noes - 88
The motion was negatived.

Mr. Speaker: The question is:

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 1,04,31,600 for other Miscellaneous Departments by Rs. 103

The motion was negatived.

Mr. Speaker: The question is:

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 1,04,31,600 for other Miscellaneous Departments by Rs. 100

The motions were negatived.

Mr. Speaker: The question is:

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 1,04,31,600 for other Miscellaneous Departments by Rs. 100

The motion was negatived.

Mr. Speaker: The question is:

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 1,04,32,600 for other Miscellaneous Departments by Rs. 100

For the failure of the Government to publish the recommendations of the Wage Boards constituted by the previous Hyderabad Government.

The motion was negatived.

Sri Pillalamarri Venkateswaiu: I demand a division, Sir

The House then divided.

Ayes - 28 Noes - 92
The motion was negatived.

Mr. Speaker: The question is:

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 1,04,31,600 for other Miscellaneous Departments by Rs. 100

For the failure of the Government to refer industrial disputes in the Government or quasi-Government concerns to the Tribunals or Industrial Courts.

The motion was negatived.

Sri Pillamarri Venkateswarlu: I demand a division, Sir.

The House then divided
Ayes - 28 Noes - 93

The motion was negatived.

Mr. Speaker: The question is:

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 1,04,31,600 for other Miscellaneous Departments by Rs. 100

To discuss the costitution of industrial Courts and Tribunals and their functions.

The motion was negatived.

Mr. Speaker: The question is:

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 1,04,31,600 for other Miscellaneous Departments by Rs. 100

The motion was negatived.

Sri R. Narayana Reddy: I demand a division, Sir.

The House then divided
Ayes - 28 Noes - 95

The motion was negatived.

Mr. Speaker: The question is:

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 1,04,31,600 for other Miscellaneous Departments by Rs. 100

The motion was negatived.
Mr. Speaker: The question is:
To reduce the allotment of Rs. 1,04,31,600 for other Miscellaneous Departments by Rs. 100
To discuss the Government labour policy.
The motion was negatived.

Mr. Speaker: The question is:
To reduce the allotment of Rs. 1,04,31,600 for other Miscellaneous Departments by Rs. 100

The motion was negatived.

Mr. Speaker: The question is:
“That the Government be granted a sum not exceeding Rs. 1,04,31,600 under Demand No. XXVI-Other Miscellaneous Departments”.

The motion was adopted.

The House then adjourned till Half Past Eight of the Clock on Thursday, the 13th March, 1958.